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GUIDING PRINCIPLE
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARTS AND CULTURAL FACILITIES IS THE CORNERSTONE OF
A LONG-TERM SOLUTION TO CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE, REHABILITATION,
AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND ECONOMIC REJUVENATION IN VANCOUVER’S
DOWNTOWN EASTSIDE.

GENERAL PLAN
Bring the City to Light is a public work project that seeks to integrate the many different city plans
regarding the Downtown Eastside into one comprehensive development plan that leverages funding
and expertise from multiple city departments/ government agencies. By identifying common values
and recommended actions in all these plans, and focusing resources on those developments, we
could lay the foundation for long-term solutions.

The plan advocates the City designation of a pilot Cultural Zone to preserve the local
Heritage/Cultural Capital and Affordable Housing Stock at imminent risk. The pilot project area is
the seven-block stretch of Hastings Street from Victory Square to Dunlevy. Once the city’s cultural
and commercial core, this stretch is now a dilapidated mess with few legitimate businesses, boarded-
up storefronts, and substandard accommodations. Bring the City to Light aims to use the cultural
capital inherent in this heritage area to make historic Hastings a vibrant, working street which is
once again a source of pride and a destination for all Vancouverites.

Bring the City to Light will use the Vancouver Agreement model to achieve its aims by encouraging
a cluster strategy of arts and culture facilities (both civic and private) and related businesses to locate
in this area. This model will create a critical mass of cultural anchor tenants along historic Hastings
Street that would compliment the new SFU Fine Arts School, Carnegie Centre, Interurban Gallery,
and proposed Pantages Theatre development. Cultural facilities, satellite arts spaces, and supporting
businesses would occupy the ground floors of restored heritage buildings, with a mix of offices,
social and market housing occupying the upper stories.

“The basic premise of every culture-led form of development is a vast social orientation toward capacity
building, i.e. to the expansion of individuals' positive freedom through the development of cognitive and
motivational capacities that allow the construction of identities and lifestyles that are conducive to self-
fulfillment.”

~ Luigi Sacco, The Power of Art in Vancouver (2007 VanCity report)



THE TIME IS NOW
The Bring the City to Light project recognizes that the City of Vancouver and the DTES are at a
unique moment in history which has created the ideal conditions for this public work project:

NEW FACILITIES: Major civic cultural facilities are planning to move in the next five years,
including the Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver Museum, the Maritime Museum, and two new
large facilities are currently in development: a National Aboriginal Art Gallery and Chinese Centre
for Culture and Trade. Bring the City to Light advocates that these facilities locate on Hastings
Street bordering their historic neighbourhoods, where they will have a positive impact on
employment, affordable housing and economic rejuvenation.

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL: Culture is the second highest GDP producer in the province, and
close to 2 billion is spent on Cultural activities in Vancouver annually. Cultural Tourism is growing
at a rate of 15% per year, and cultural tourists spend more time and money in the city than any other
tourist class. Vancouver is recognized as one of the most diverse and artistic cities in North America
and the DTES has the highest number artists per capita in Canada. The area is home to the city’s five
oldest and most diverse neighbourhoods, linked together by Hastings Street, once the city’s main
parade route. Numerous heritage and cultural assets along this historic street are rapidly decaying.

FUNDING: The Province has committed over $200 million in funding for new cultural facilities in
the Cultural Precinct, $250 million in funding to BC Housing Corp. for housing projects, and has
recently purchased 12 SRO’s in the DTES. Another $10 million was recently announced for “Old
Streets: New Pride”, a Civil City project to “clean up” the DTES streets leading up to the Olympics.
There are many tools to encourage new cultural/housing facilities including heritage Incentives,
property tax levies, pilot zoning measures, the Property Development Fund, national and world
Heritage designations.

DESTRUCTIVE POLICY: New civic policies such as Ecodensity and HAHR put both the
affordable housing stock and the heritage streetscapes in the DTES under imminent risk of
demolition to real estate speculation. New projects in Chinatown, Main, and Concorde’s
development on Hastings signal a rapid shift towards market housing that displaces local residents
and artists, while gutting the immense cultural capital in the area. Lack of affordability is rapidly
pricing numerous artists and cultural organizations out of downtown, and they are clustering in the
DTES. If they are priced out of the East End, Vancouver will lose the last core of creative capital.

POLITICAL WILL: Numerous reports by the City advocate increased Government intervention to
alleviate the Downtown Eastside housing problems. Most Vancouver citizens are aware of the issues
in the DTES and are disappointed that little is being done and the problems are worsening, especially
in light of the Olympic commitments. The political will seems to finally be in favour of larger-scale
intervention, and the funding available needs to be refocused effectively. The time is now.



BRING THE CITY TO LIGHT CULTURAL DISTRICT
AND HASTINGS STREET CREATIVE CAPITAL MAP

RED: The Cultural Precinct Plan was developed by “consultant” Ken Dobbel. It was pushed through City

Council in 2006 before a number of major Cultural Services reports were completed: the lengthy and

expensive Creative City consultation process had virtually no bearing on Dobbel’s plan. It has been heavily

criticized by the arts community, and Bing Thom, the Premier’s original hand-picked architect for the

Larwill Park site, warned that the “original vision for a more decentralized collection of smaller institutions

has been replaced” by what others describe as “an eye-stopping, starchitect-designed grand projet” in an

area “already home to too many disconnected monoliths, which deaden pedestrian activity.”

BLUE: In contrast, the City reports that followed (ie. Cultural Facilities; 10 Year Cultural Plan) pointed to

the DTES as the key priority and focus area to (re)develop needed cultural facilities and arts networks in

Vancouver. Research reports demonstrate the incredible socio-economic power of investing in arts and

cultural facilities, creating viable long-term solutions to enhance existing communities, not displace them.

The underutilized and dilapidated state of important historical, architectural, and cultural assets in the DTES

adds potential value, power and urgency to the need to bring the city to light. The time is now.



SOCIAL AND CIVIC BENEFITS

Community Rehabilitation and Affordable Housing Without Displacement:

- preserve affordable housing and provide funds for new housing projects through an integrated
approach leveraging different funding sources from all government levels – potentially 2-3000
units could be located along pilot stretch of Hastings

- facilitate community involvement in redevelopment projects and new cultural facilities (city
office in DTES proposed to act as local liaison) by creating a master zoning plan for the area to
slow and re-envision market investments

- create jobs and skills training for DTES residents (planning, construction phases, and long-term
operations of cultural facilities like National Aboriginal Art Gallery)

Invest in the Cultural Capital of the DTES, not let the market Demolish it

- develop the derelict heritage streetscapes and unlock the immense cultural capital inherent in the
area without displacing the community residents and destroying the diversity that attracts artists
and talent

- provide civic anchor tenants that will encourage new businesses to relocate (not just arts, but
industrial design, fashion, furniture etc.)

- create a cluster of new live/work, co-ops, offices, gallery and retail spaces for the arts sector
(rapid loss city-wide) – most smaller arts and culture organizations have been squeezed out of
the current Cultural Precinct plan

- develop a more natural, funky and appealing Cultural District in the Old Town along the lines of
Granville Island, rather than a sanitized mega-project model by the Queen Elizabeth T, where no
established neighbourhood or history exists

- reestablish Hastings (currently a no-fly zone for most Vancouverites and tourists) as the natural
link between Gastown & Chinatown by actively facilitating the development of the heritage
buildings into a cluster of arts facilities and housing

- Green Buildings projects: flat heritage building roofs in this (so far) mostly low-rise and
towerless district are perfect Green Roofs – each building has excellent potential for community
gardens, solar and wind generation, water collection, geothermal, etc.



Reports Consulted/Cited:

Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside is perhaps one of the most studied and discussed neighborhoods in
all of Canada. Below is a list, by no means complete, of the many recent reports and policy
documents reviewed in preparing this general plan for discussion.

Bring the City to Light is based on finding common recommendations and data presented in these
reports. Whether they are housing, cultural, economic, social or public health studies, one cannot
help but notice that the documents all share some very similar conclusions and recommendations.
This discussion paper highlights one of these shared conclusions: that investment in the cultural
infrastructure of the DTES will benefit the local community on multiple levels, and provide a
foundation for positive, long-term change.

2005

Vancouver Agreement: An Urban Development Agreement
Governments of Canada, British Columbia and Vancouver, Mar 2005

Vancouver Agreement: A Unique Partnership for Positive Change
Vancouver Agreement Strategic Plan, 2005

A Profile of Vancouver’s Creative Sector
Creative City Task Force, Oct 2005

Cities Dreaming Big (Cultural Planning Process – City Comparisons)
Create Austin, 2005

City of Vancouver Housing Plan for the Downtown Eastside
Ben Johnson, Nathan Edelson, Anne Kloppenborg, Oct 2005

2006

Cracks in the Foundation: Solving the Housing Crisis in Canada’s Poorest Neighbourhood
Pivot Legal Society, Sep 2006

City of Vancouver Planning Process for Development of a Cultural Precinct
Ken Dobbel, Sue Harvey, Oct 2006

2007

Downtown Eastside Community Monitoring Report 2005/2006
City of Vancouver, 2007



The Power of the Arts in Vancouver: Creating a Great City
Pier Luigi Sacco (for VanCity), Jan 2007

Balanced Urban Revitalization for Social Cohesion and Heritage Conservation
UNESCO International Seminar, Jan 2007 (Multiple Authors)

Backgrounder on Housing and Homelessness
Carnegie Community Action Project, May 2007

Metro Core Jobs & Economy Land Use Plan: Issues and Directions
Kevin McNaney (for City Council report), Jun 2007

2008

Culture Plan for Vancouver 2008-2018
Creative City Task Force, Jan 2008

Supporting Excellence in the Arts: From Measurement to Judgement
Sir Brian McMaster, Jan 2008 (UK Dept of Culture, Media and Sport)

Downtown Eastside Demographic Study of SRO and Social Housing Tenants
Martha Lewis et al, (for City, BC Housing, Vancouver Agreement), Apr 2008

Finding Our Way Home: A Report on the Homeless Crisis in British Columbia
David Chudnovsky, MLA (NDP), Apr 2008

City of Vancouver Cultural Facilities Priority Plan
Artscape, May 2008

City of Vancouver Policy Report: Culture Plan Implementation
Annie Burkes, May 2008

Heritage Vancouver V17.1: 2008 Top Ten Endangered Sites
Heritage Vancouver, June 2008

Affordable Ecodensity: Making Affordable Housing a Core Principle of Vancouver’s EcoDensity
Charter
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, June 2008

Valuing Culture: Measuring and Understanding Canada’s Creative Economy
Conference Board of Canada/Canadian Heritage, Aug 2008


